FANCY INTENSE GREEN DIAMOND AND FANCY PURPLISH PINK
DIAMONDS UNVEILED

New York, N.Y., March 1, 2015…An incredibly rare Fancy Intense Green Diamond and a superbly
matched pair of Fancy Purplish Pink Diamonds are available by appointment at select jewelers
nationwide. The Natural Fancy Color Diamonds from The One and Only One™ group are the center
stones of a one-of-a-kind ring and pair of earrings, respectively. The colored diamonds are certified by
the Gemological Institute of America (GIA). Prices are available on request.

An Extremely Rare Green Diamond

The Pear-shaped Fancy Intense Green Diamond, 3.5
carats, SI1, is flanked by Argyle Pink Diamonds (0.48
carats) and surrounded by Diamonds and Argyle Pink
Diamonds. The setting of the one-of-a-kind ring is Platinum
and 18k Rose Gold.

“This Fancy Intense Green Diamond is unmatched in its
combination of size, color and clarity,” said Joe Padulo,
CEO of Padulo Privé, an adviser to elite jewelers and luxury
brands. “Natural Green Diamonds of this size rarely come to
market...this is truly a Fancy Color Diamond connoisseur’s
stone.”

www.theoneandonlyone.com

A Pair of Perfectly Matched Purplish Pink Ovals
The Oval-cut Fancy Purplish Pink Diamonds in the
earrings are both over 4 carats (total 8.5 carats), VS.
They are each set in Platinum with 10 Pear-shaped
Diamonds.

“There simply is not another matched pair of pinks
like this in existence today,” said Padulo. “The highly
prized Bubble Gum Pink color will appeal to investors
and collectors of the rarest Natural Pink Diamonds.”

The Most Concentrated Form of Wealth in the World
Fancy Color Diamonds have performed extremely well over the last decade, and even since the “crash”
of 2008. According to the Fancy Color Research Foundation (FCRF), Pink Diamonds increased in
value more than 300 percent from 2005 through 2014.

Green Diamonds are among the rarest of all fancy colors. According to the Natural Color Diamond
Association (NCDIA), “Pure green diamonds are extremely rare and highly valued, ranging from light
mint greens to vivid grass greens. Only a handful of natural green diamonds are introduced into the
market each year making green diamonds some of the most sought after of all natural color diamonds.”
In December 2009, a 2.52-carat Fancy Vivid Green cushion-cut brilliant sold at Sotheby’s Geneva for
more than $3 million, or $1.2 million per carat – a world auction record.
To request an appointment to view the Fancy Intense Green Diamond Ring and/or the Fancy
Purplish Pink Diamond Earrings, please visit TheOneAndOnlyOne.com

www.theoneandonlyone.com

